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 On June 15, 2005, the Officer of the Consumer Advocate (OCA) filed a motion to 

compel responses to interrogatories OCA/USPS-74, 76-77, 100(a) and 101.1  These 

interrogatories ask for computer screen shots showing delivered volume by shape 

recorded by the Postal Service’s DOIS system for the ZIP Codes used by the Postal 

Service in its new city carrier street time study.  They differ from the volume information 

used in the Postal Service’s new study primarily in that they ask for 28 weeks of data 

excerpted from a period going back three-and-a-half years, compared to the two-week 

period covered by the Postal Service’s special study.  These interrogatories also ask for 

computer screen shots showing scan data on carrier street activity for the same set of 

ZIP Codes.  Rather than the detailed scan data gathered in a special data-collection 

effort by the Postal Service over a two-week period in 2002, the OCA’s interrogatories 

seek a much simpler set of scans that were routinely collected as part of the DOIS  

                                                 
1 Office of the Consumer Advocate Motion to Compel Responses to Interrogatories OCA/USPS-

74, 76-77, 100(a), and 101, filed June 15,2005 (Motion). 
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system and the Managed Service Point program.  The scan data requested would mark 

the interval between the carrier’s leaving the office for the street, and returning from the 

street.  They would also mark the interval between the carrier’s first delivery point and 

his last delivery point. 

The OCA asserts that these scan data should yield total street time for an 

observed route/day, and allow total street time to be apportioned into travel time and 

delivery time.  The OCA says that volumes by shape corresponding to that route/day 

also could be extracted from DOIS, as the Postal Service’s study does.  The OCA 

argues that together, these data could be used to produce a variation of the Bradley 

model of city carrier street time variability, but one that would have the virtue of using 

“true panel data on the order of the data used by witness Bozzo,” since it would be 

based on 28 weeks of data selected from over three-and-a-half years of operating 

experience.  Motion at 4.  With respect to large parcels and accountables, the OCA 

says that it is not aware of DOIS data that separately identifies volumes for these 

categories.  It concedes that it might have to rely on the same two-week panel of data 

that the Postal Service used to estimate volume variable costs associated with large 

parcels and accountables.  It argues, however, that this should not interfere with the 

opportunity to model the variability of regular mail categories, which make up the vast 

majority of postal delivery costs, using a larger panel of data.  Motion at 3. 

The OCA argues that the costing studies that the Postal Service chooses to 

produce and litigate, and the data on which it chooses to base them, should not define 

the permissible boundaries of what others may litigate in a rate case.  It states that it is 

willing to accept electronically extracted data, rather than screen shots, and to accept 

weekly or pay period compilations, rather than daily compilations, in order to reduce the 

Postal Service’s burden of compiling these data.  See interrogatories OCA/USPS-74 

and 100, and Motion at 3-4. 
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The Postal Service objects to these interrogatories on the grounds of burden, 

relevance, and privilege.2  With respect to burden, the Postal Service asserts that DOIS 

is a data system that is unsuitable for system-wide cost analysis because it was 

designed to serve local operational needs.  It argues that, as a general proposition, 

turning any kind of operating data into “rate case data quality” is a long, arduous 

undertaking.  It asserts that a trial dataset is usually prepared that is carefully analyzed 

for anomalies and inconsistencies with the aid of field personnel, followed by a “full 

fledged” effort to collect the data, with “protocols put in place to review and evaluate the 

data as they come in.”  Response at 4-5.   

The Postal Service estimates that electronically extracting even a subset of the 

data requested by the OCA “approaching rate case data quality standards” would take 

at least six months.  Response at 5.  It worries that requiring it to “compress, into the 

limited amount of time available for practical application within this proceeding, work 

that would take many months to conduct appropriately, poses a substantial risk of 

denying the Postal Service due process with respect to its own proposal,” since “its 

limited resources would be drained trying to assist the OCA in its struggles to come up 

with a different approach.”  Id. at 6.3 

The Postal Service’s basic argument is one of priorities.  It argues that the 

Commission should not allow the OCA’s proposed study, which it asserts has little 

potential merit, to divert scarce time and resources from considering its own study, 

which it asserts has far greater potential merit.   

The Postal Service argues that DOIS data are unlikely to yield a useful model of 

city carrier street time variability, since they "would be neither as complete nor as 

reliable as the one already produced and documented by the Postal Service."  Id. at 9.   

                                                 
2 Response of the United States Postal Service in Opposition to the OCA’s Motion to Compel 

Regarding OCA/USPS-74, 76-77, 100(a) and 101, filed June 22, 2005 (Response). 
 
3 A participant in an omnibus rate case faces similar problems caused by compressed deadlines 

and resource constraints virtually every time it tries to produce an analytical study in time to submit it with 
its direct case.  
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Unlike the dataset used in the Bradley study, it explains, the DOIS data that the OCA 

seeks does not include volumes of large parcels and accountables.  "[O]mitting [such 

data] from the analysis" of street time variability, the Postal Service asserts, "would 

create substantial econometric issues," since the Bradley study shows that large parcels 

and accountables are "significant cost drivers" of carrier street activity.  Id. at 7.  The 

Postal Service also points out that the "first-last-scan" data sought by the OCA would 

not include the detailed scan data that it considers "necessary information for cost pool 

formation."  The Postal Service describes DOIS as a new, unrefined data system 

designed to help manage local delivery operations.  Because its properties are not well 

known, its suitability for rate making must be verified by thorough and lengthy 

investigation.  Id. at 4-5.  The Postal Service emphasizes that it would not be able to 

provide the requested data before the OCA is scheduled to file its direct case.  Id. at 

8-9. 

The Postal Service argues that to expand this docket beyond the "parameters of 

the Postal Service's [carrier cost] proposals" would take things out of their proper 

sequence.  It contends that the OCA's effort to refine the Postal Service's carrier cost 

variability model is premature, since the basic Postal Service model has not yet been 

vetted in litigation before the Commission.  The Postal Service laments that its team of 

in-house experts and contractors that produced the Bradley study 

spent huge amounts of time and effort, over the course of several years, 
to develop a theoretical approach, identify the data needed to implement 
such an approach, identify the best potential sources of such data in light 
of rate case standards for data quality, obtain the data, analyze the data, 
and present the study methods and results pursuant to rate case 
documentation standards.  The OCA wants to restart the clock in pursuit 
of other sources of data that have not been demonstrated to meet rate 
case standards for data quality.  Ironically, by total reliance on raw data 
from an operating system designed for other purposes, the OCA wants to 
throw the exercise right back into some of the briar patches that the Postal 
Service’s data collection effort was designed to avoid. 
 

Id. at 5. 
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The Postal Service, however, concedes that there may be 

 
some merit to investigating the utility of extracting data from DOIS, and the 
Postal Service holds out hope that this may be possible in the future.  It 
could save the Postal Service the time, effort, and expense of pursuing 
special data collection efforts, or certain portions thereof.  Such a 
possibility, however, should be investigated in a patient, careful, diligent 
fashion, and the opportunity to do so should not be wasted through the 
willy-nilly “data grab” requested by the OCA. 
 

Id. at 9. 
 

Allowing this docket to focus on a rival OCA model could, in the Postal Service’s view 

“jeopardize the opportunity for real progress in this case, and is nothing more than an ill-

advised effort, as stated in the Postal Service’s objection, to put the cart before the 

horse.”  Id. at 10. 

The Postal Service notes that the last time that a participant asked it to provide a 

database suitable for developing its own cost study in the middle of a rate proceeding 

the Commission denied the request.  In Docket No. R84-1, United Parcel Service (UPS) 

sought to compel production of MODS data on which to base an analysis of long-run 

incremental costs.  The Postal Service itself had not yet tried to analyze such costs, or 

to make any use of MODS data in ratemaking.  The Postal Service argued that the 

burden of providing MODS data was excessive, that it was not suitable for the use 

intended, and that UPS did not have enough time to produce a study based upon such 

data in time to litigate it in that proceeding.  The Postal Service argues that the 

Commission should deny the OCA's request for DOIS data in this docket for the same 

reasons.  Response at 8-10. 

I have decided to grant the OCA's motion.  In granting the OCA’s motion, I do not 

treat Presiding Officer’s Ruling No. R84-1/53 in Docket No. R84-1 as controlling 

precedent for several reasons.  I begin by noting that that ruling expressly limits its 

reach to the specific fact situation under consideration there.  Ruling at 6.  MODS data 

collects piece handling data by operation for individual mail processing facilities and 

labor hours spent in various processing activities.  At that time, its only purpose was to 
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provide productivity measures to help individual plant managers match staffing to 

workload.  UPS sought MODS data primarily to analyze long-run incremental costs, but 

it also argued that these data might be useful in validating the Postal Service’s 

attributable cost estimates. 

The Presiding Officer accepted the Postal Service’s representations that MODS 

data would be a huge burden to provide.4  The Presiding Officer concluded that this 

huge burden was not justified, because it was unlikely that the requested data could be 

used for its intended purpose.  She found that the fragmentary nature of the data 

requested, and its general incompatibility between MODS offices, made it unlikely that it 

could be used to analyze long-run incremental costs, or even validate the Postal 

Service’s attributable cost estimates.  Ruling at 5.  The Presiding Officer appeared to 

accept the Postal Service’s assertion that MODS data are not suitable for developing 

cost analysis on a nationwide scale, due to the possibility of non-uniform “coding, 

editing and auditing procedures and the possibility of local variation in data 

measurement.”  See Postal Service Response to United Parcel Service Motion to 

Compel, filed February 14, 1984.5 

The UPS request for MODS data in Docket No. R84-1 and the OCA’s request for 

DOIS data in this proceeding differ in important respects.  UPS’s request was a novel 

proposal by a hearing participant to explore a new analytical area (long-run incremental 

costs) using locally-gathered operating data rather than the traditional national 

ratemaking data systems that the Postal Service maintains, such as the In-Office Cost 

System and its ancillary systems.  Ruling at 2.  It is clear from reading the Presiding 

Officer's ruling as a whole that she regarded the UPS proposal as one that had little  

                                                 
4 The Postal Service estimated that nine weeks would be required to produce each of the twelve 

years of data sought (FY 1972-FY 1983).  This would have amounted to over a hundred weeks of labor 
needed to provide just one category of data requested (originating volumes by processing plant).  Ruling 
at 5. 

 
5 The Postal Service now bases much of the attributable cost estimates in its annual CRA on 

MODS data. 
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chance to achieve its vague objectives through the means proposed, and therefore did 

not warrant the huge burden involved. 

The situation surrounding the OCA's proposal is quite different from that which 

the Presiding Officer faced in Docket No. R84-1.  The OCA’s proposal corresponds in 

essential ways to the Bradley approach to modeling carrier street time variability.  In 

terms of sample design, the DOIS data that the OCA seeks is identical to the set of ZIP 

Codes that professor Bradley uses.  With regard to potential model variables, the OCA 

seeks to use the same delivered shape volumes from the same data collection system 

that the Postal Service used to measure delivered volumes in the vast majority of the 

facilities in its sample.  (DOIS and its predecessor DSIS). 

With respect to cost pool formation, the OCA seeks to use scan data recorded by 

regular carriers from which time spent in fixed and variable street activity can be 

calculated.  In this respect, as well, its proposal corresponds to the Bradley approach.  

In order to minimize the burden on the Postal Service, the OCA does not propose that 

the Postal Service attempt another special effort to collect volume and scan data for 

large parcels and accountables.  The OCA proposes to rely on the data already 

collected on large parcels and accountables that were used in the Bradley study. 

The Postal Service warns that the value of the OCA approach is compromised 

because it does not seek to include data on large parcels and accountables in its 

expanded panel of data.  This flaw, however, may not be as serious as the Postal 

Service asks me to assume.  I note that the data that the OCA requests include parcel 

volume of all sizes.  It seems to be lacking only volume data on accountables.  If the 

Postal Service’s study is correct, accountables are responsible for less than two percent 

of total carrier street time costs.  The Postal Service warns that the OCA approach 

would record delivery time caused by accountables without recording the volumes that 

cause it.  This, however, is similar to some features of the Bradley approach.  For 

example, his approach appears to record the time associated with bulk delivery without 

recording the volume of mail that is delivered in this manner. Response of Postal 

Service Witness Bradley to Interrogatories of the OCA (OCA/USPS-T-15-1.a-c.f, 5), 
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Redirected from Witness Stevens, May 20, 2005.  Without delving too deeply into the 

potential merits of the OCA proposal relative to the Bradley study, it is sufficient to note 

that the absence of data on large parcels and accountables in the data that the OCA 

seeks does not necessarily mean that the OCA's proposed analysis will be without 

substantial value.   

Another difference between the Bradley approach and the approach that the 

OCA proposes is the kind of carrier-collected scan data that they employ.  The Bradley 

approach employs a complex set of special scans that record the beginning and end of 

relevant carrier street time activity.  It requires the participating carrier to learn how to 

correctly translate 18 kinds of street activity into barcode scan pairs, using an 18-page 

scan list that the carrier took with him on the street.  This process caused hundreds of 

unique scan pairs to be recorded by participating carriers.  To determine which pairs 

should be associated with which cost pools ultimately required the Postal Service to 

devise judgmental rules for associating specific scan pairs with cost pools. 

The benefit of this approach, the Postal Service points out, is that it yields highly 

detailed scan data.  Response at 7.  The virtues of this complex scheme of scans, 

however, may be offset by difficulties in applying them and interpreting their results.  

The Postal Service concedes that about a fifth of the recorded street time in its special 

study is associated with scan pairs that cannot be related to cost pools in a 

straightforward way.  See Postal Service Response to POIR No. 9, Question 4.b. 

The OCA’s proposed use of scan data is much simpler.  It asks for two pairs of 

scan data that carriers collect routinely in the ordinary course of their delivery day.  For 

a given route/day, one pair marks when the street portion begins and ends.  The other 

marks when delivery activity begins and ends.  This should yield a travel time cost pool 

and a delivery time cost pool.  The Postal Service suggests that the OCA approach is 

inferior to its own in this regard.  Response at 7.  Unlike the Postal Service study, the 

OCA approach could not distinguish some fixed activities, such as "network travel time,” 

from delivery time.  However, the Postal Service concedes that there is some fixed 

route time that its model does not distinguish from delivery time.  USPS-T-14 at 20.  
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Thus, under both approaches, there is some fixed component that is not explicitly 

modeled that will be reflected in the variabilities estimated.  The fact that the OCA 

proposes to use simpler scan data, therefore, does not necessarily mean that the OCA's 

analysis will be inferior to the Bradley approach. 

Another important difference between the OCA proposal and the Bradley 

approach is that the OCA proposal would greatly expand the time dimension of the 

panel data used.  Where the Bradley study uses only two weeks of data gathered in 

2002, the OCA approach would extract data covering two-week periods from 14 

quarters, going back several years.  Thus, the OCA is seeking more useful information 

than is available under the Bradley study.  The OCA should be allowed to prepare and 

argue the merits of an analysis reflecting this additional data. 

Route realignment is the essential feature of carrier street time variability, 

according to Postal Service witness Bradley.  USPS-T-14 at 26.  The two-week period 

to which the Bradley study is confined, however, does not capture it.  See Response of 

Postal Service witness Bradley to OCA/USPS-T-14-86.  An argument can be made that 

the data that the OCA seeks, because it has a much longer time dimension, is more 

likely to capture route realignment effects.  For this reason, the OCA’s proposal may  

add significantly to the analysis of carrier street time variability.   

Because it is so similar to the Bradley approach, the OCA proposal has the 

potential of corroborating the results obtained by Dr. Bradley.  Such corroboration would 

be highly desirable in the context of this docket, since the Bradley approach is a 

fundamental departure from the traditional carrier street time variability analysis that the 

Commission has employed for nearly 20 years, and his results differ significantly from 

the traditional analysis. 

As noted above, the Postal Service makes a number of assertions about the 

inherent difficulty of making operational databases like DOIS suitable for system-wide 

cost analysis.  For the most part, these assertions parallel those that the Postal Service 

made in Docket No. R84-1 in opposing UPS’s request for MODS data.  They include the 

difficulty of editing and auditing the data for accuracy, and the difficulty of ensuring that 
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the phenomena observed are defined and measured in a consistent manner across 

facilities.  With respect to DOIS, however, the Postal Service has already made what 

must be viewed as very substantial headway in overcoming these difficulties, since the 

Bradley study uses volumes from DOIS, or its predecessor DSIS, for the vast majority of 

the facilities in its sample.  See USPS-T-15 at 3, 21, and 23.  The Postal Service notes 

that one of the objectives of its carrier cost study was to rely on delivery supervisors to 

collect volume using a system with which they were already familiar (DOIS).  According 

to witness Bradley, “[l]inking to the DOIS system means that volumes will be readily 

available for future updates.”  USPS-T-14 at 19.  

The Postal Service testimony concerning its reliance on DOIS for shape volume 

data implies that the suitability of the volume data in DOIS for system-wide cost analysis 

is an issue that has been thoroughly investigated and largely resolved by the Postal 

Service.  This should be true particularly with respect to the manner in which delivery 

supervisors in the ZIP codes used in the Bradley sample have been collecting DOIS 

volume data since mid-2003, when the special data collection effort was conducted by 

the Postal Service.6  The scan data that the OCA proposes to use to measure travel 

and delivery time appears to be simple and straightforward.  For this reason, it seems 

that problems of consistent definition and measurement across facilities could be 

addressed with minimal difficulty. 

Since the Postal Service itself is using volume data from the DOIS system to 

analyze system-wide cost variability of the same operations that the OCA proposes to 

analyze, it is reasonable to assume that the problem of providing reliable data is 

manageable, and that there is a reasonable prospect that it could have value 

corroborating or enhancing what the Postal Service has done.  In Docket No. R84-1, if 

the Postal Service had itself been using MODS data for system-wide cost variability 

analysis of the same operations that UPS proposed to analyze, the Presiding Officer 

might well have required the production of MODS data. 

                                                 
6 The Postal Service is interested in using regularly collected DOIS data to update the Bradley 

study in the future [USPS-T-14 at 19], which implies that someone in the Postal Service is staying abreast 
of issues bearing on the suitability of DOIS for system-wide cost analysis. 
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 The OCA’s motion to compel will be granted to the following extent.  The Postal 

Service is to provide: 

(1) Electronically extracted shape volume data of the kind identified in 

OCA/USPS-74 and 100(a), together with the explanations requested 

in OCA/USPS-74(a) and (b). 

(2) Electronically extracted scan data of the kind identified in OCA/USPS-

77 and 100(a). 

(3) Information that would allow the public to identify specific facilities or 

employees may be encoded to prevent disclosure. 

(4)  The two-week periods for which the OCA seeks data need not include 

periods predating the special data collection performed as part of the 

Bradley study. 

(5)  The data provided may be by day, week, or pay period, at the option of 

the Postal Service. 

(6) If the Postal Service is unable to electronically extract the requested 

data within 10 days of the issuance of this ruling, it is to file a report 

with the Commission describing its progress with this effort, and 

estimating the additional time that the extraction will take. 

 

I am mindful of the Postal Service’s remark that “experience shows” that 

providing any subset of operational data that meet “rate case  data quality standards” 

could take six months.  Response at 5.  Presumably, the bulk of this time represents 

editing and auditing activity, rather than the writing of an algorithm to perform the 

electronic extraction.  I am also mindful that the OCA’s direct case is due on July 14, 

2005, under the truncated schedule upon which this docket is proceeding.  To minimize 

the delay in providing the OCA with the requested data, I will not require the Postal 

Service to edit or audit the data provided.  This means that the OCA will be responsible 

for taking the initiative on issues of data quality and data screening, but that the Postal 

Service should provide reasonable assistance, including participation in technical 
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conferences, if the OCA identifies a need for guidance.  If necessary and appropriate, 

modifications to the truncated procedural schedule will be considered to allow the OCA 

to make use of the data provided.7 

The Postal Service’s arguments concerning the procedural priority that it feels 

should be given to its carrier cost study versus that which the OCA proposes deserve 

comment because I find its perspective on relative rights and duties of the various 

participants somewhat troubling. 

I do not dispute the Postal Service's contention that cost studies such as the 

Bradley study of carrier street time cost variability may take years to develop and 

document to meet rate case quality standards.  Nor do I dispute the Postal Service's 

contention that the data upon which such studies are based should be carefully 

screened for consistency and reliability—particularly if the source is operational data 

designed to aid local managers.  I agree that that process, by itself, could take months.  

I also agree with the Postal Service that it is unrealistic to expect a participant who has 

only a few months to put together its direct case, to be able to assemble a reliable 

database from scratch, develop a sound theory of cost causation, conduct the 

econometric research needed to implement it, document it to meet rate case standards, 

and submit it in time to allow opponents to review and rebut it.  These are the 

unpleasant realities of postal ratemaking under the amended Postal Reorganization Act. 

The moral that the Postal Service seems to draw from these unpleasant realities 

is that where hearing time and staffing resources are scarce—as they always are in an 

omnibus rate case—they should be devoted to its cost studies, based on its preferred 

datasets, because only it has had ample time to develop them carefully and thoroughly 

in the interim years between rate cases.  The Postal Service argues as though a 

participant attempting to duplicate this feat within the confines of an omnibus rate case 

should be regarded as either naïve or obstructionist.  It suggests that the OCA’s day in 

                                                 
7 While I have narrowed the OCA’s request somewhat to reduce the burden on the Postal 

Service, I note that the time and resource limitations that burden the Postal Service in this rate case 
would have been eased had the Postal Service been more willing to allow the public to become familiar 
with its cost collection data systems and operating results between omnibus rate cases. 
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court should come at some point down the road, presumably in a subsequent omnibus 

rate case.  What the Postal Service leaves unanswered, is how the OCA or any other 

participant who wants to develop an alternative study based on an alternative dataset 

could ever get its day in court, under the restrictions that the Postal Service would have 

me impose. 

The Postal Service is the source of virtually all data that are relevant to postal 

ratemaking.  It has recently made it clear that it does not believe that it has a duty, 

outside of omnibus rate cases, to give the outside world access to any cost database—

including those that it routinely assembles and relies on to produce its own costing 

analyses.  See, e.g., Letter of Daniel J. Foucheaux, Jr., Chief Counsel, Ratemaking, 

United States Postal Service to Shelley S. Dreifuss, Director, Office of the Consumer 

Advocate, Postal Rate Commission, dated January 14, 2005.  The Postal Service 

asserts that it would take at least six months to provide another participant with “rate-

case data quality” from a database that it did not design for ratemaking, such as DOIS.  

Response at 5.  The OCA in this docket has been given a little over three months to 

develop and present a costing study of its own.  In a normal rate case, participants have 

a little more time.  If the Postal Service is correct, however, that it takes six months to 

make a database suitable for ratemaking [Response at 5], participants would be 

effectively barred from ever basing a study on a database that the Postal Service had 

not already compiled to serve its own ratemaking objectives and provided in a prior rate 

case. 

If the Postal Service will not provide access to cost databases between rate 

cases, and cannot assemble alternative databases of “rate case quality” in time for 

participants to use while a rate case is pending, it effectively prevents the use of any 

alternative database in postal ratemaking.  Under the conditions that the Postal Service 

would have me impose, participants, including the OCA, could never exercise their due 

process right to present alternative cost analyses that employ alternative datasets.  In 

my view, this conflicts with section 3624 of the Act.  Section 3624 specifically requires 

the Commission to afford users of the mails and the OCA the right to a hearing on the 
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record that satisfies sections 556 and 557 of the Administrative Procedures Act.  

Inherent in that right is a right to submit alternative cost analyses based on databases 

other than those that the Postal Service has itself endorsed.  This requires that a path 

be made available by which a participant has a realistic chance to present an alternative 

cost analysis based on data other than those that the Postal Service has specifically 

endorsed. 

If a potential participant is to have no assistance from the Postal Service toward 

this goal between rate cases, rate cases must follow procedures that provide such a 

path.  If that means exempting an analysis that proposes to use an alternative dataset 

from the normal procedural deadlines, that solution will have to be considered.  

Moreover, history has shown that research in pursuit of improved cost analysis begun in 

one rate case often takes several rate cases to fully bear fruit. 

 

RULING 

 

1. The Office of the Consumer Advocate Motion to Compel Responses to 

Interrogatories OCA/USPS-74, 76-77, 100(a), and 101, filed June 15, 2005, is 

granted in part, as described in the body of this ruling. 

 

2. Within 10 days of the date of this ruling, the Postal Service is to provide either the 

data described in the body of this ruling, or file a report estimating the additional 

time and describing the additional effort that will be required to comply. 

 

 

 

       George Omas 
       Presiding Officer 
 


